Strong correlation effects in classical and quantum plasmas are discussed. In particular, Coulomb 
I. INTRODUCTION
Coulomb crystals (CC) -a periodic arrangement of charged particles -are omnipresent in nature, from astrophysical systems (interior of dwarf stars, Refs. [1, 2] ) to laboratory systems (trapped ions, see e.g. Refs. [3, 4] , plasmas in storage rings, e.g. Refs. [5, 6] or dusty plasmas, Refs. [7, 8, 9] , to name a few examples, for an overview see Ref. [10] ).
CC add an interesting new species to the large family of crystals in condensed matter, chemistry or biology, for an (incomplete) list, see table I. We will distinguish CC from "traditional" crystals (including molecular or ion crystals or metals) by 1. the governing role of the Coulomb interaction (in contrast to crystals of neutral particles) and 2. by the elementary character of the constituents (in contrast e.g. to the complex ions forming the lattice of a metal) [11] . These two properties bring the CC into the area of plasma physics rather than condensed matter physics, because it is the strength and long range of the Coulomb interaction which dominates the many-particle behavior in these systems, the crystal symmetry, stability and melting properties.
The research on CC originates in solid state physics. More than seven decades ago Wigner predicted, using the jellium model, that electrons in metals would form, at low density, a bcc lattice, see Ref. [12] . A second line of research grew out of the field of classical strongly coupled plasmas. There it was predicted, by computer simulations, that a one-component Coulomb or Yukawa model plasma (OCP) in three and two dimensions would crystallize at sufficiently high density and/or low temperature, e.g. Ref. [10] . 3D Coulomb crystals show a bcc symmetry whereas Yukawa crystals have a bcc and a fcc phase, Ref. [13] . In contrast, the ground state of 2D crystals has hexagonal symmetry. However, jellium and OCP are models assuming that the charge species forming the crystal coexists with a second neutralizing one which forms a static homogeneous background which does not influence the crystal. Such systems do not exist in nature. In real two-component plasmas crystallization is very different. One important effect is weakening of the Coulomb interaction by dynamic screening. Moreover, the attractive force between different species will favor recombination, i.e. formation of bound states. This will, obviously, strongly reduce the Coulomb coupling and may even prevent crystal formation. Nevertheless, CC formation in a two-component plasma (item AIII. (c) in table I) is possible and will be discussed below in Sec. VI.
But before that we consider the second possibility to achieve Coulomb crystallization: one-component (non-neutral) plasmas which are stabilized by an external "trap", such as an electric potential, cf. item BII in the table. This principle has been successfully used in experiments with ion crystals, e.g. Refs. [3, 4] and dusty plasmas, e.g. Refs. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] , for an overview see Refs. [19, 20] , and is expected to function also with electrons in semiconductor quantum dots, Ref. [21] . Naturally, the existence of the trap may have a strong influence on the crystal properties. For example, a spherically symmetric trap will favor crystals forming concentric rings (in 2D) or shells (in 3D). This gives rise to interesting symmetry effects, including magic (closed shell) configurations, e.g. Refs. [22, 23, 24, 25] familiar from atoms and nuclei and coexistence of shells and bulk behavior in larger systems, Ref. [26] .
Coulomb crystals may not only consist of classical "point particles" but also of quantum particles which have a finite extension (electrons in quantum dots, ions in compact stars etc.) which is of relevance for the properties of CC and is crucial for the phase diagram.
Since the issue of quantum plasmas has come into the focus of recent research again in the context of laser plasmas [27] and astrophysics [28] we will consider the influence of quantum effects in some detail. In this paper we study some general properties of Coulomb crystals.
Starting from the theoretical description, in Sec. II, we continue with two typical examples of classical and quantum crystals in traps (Secs. III, IV). This is followed by an analysis of the melting point, Sec. V, after which the special situation of CC in neutral plasmas (Sec. VI) is discussed.
II. MODEL AND PARAMETERS
The Hamiltonian of a system of particles with mass m i and charge e i interacting via a statically screened Coulomb (a Yukawa) potential is given bŷ
where r ij = |r i − r j | and ǫ denotes a static background dielectric constant, which is of the order of 10 in case of an electron-hole plasma in a semiconductor; in a plasma, ǫ = 1. The case of a pure Coulomb system follows in the limit of zero screening, κ → 0. In the case of trapped systems a confinement potential V (r) is included which will be assumed isotropic and parabolic, i.e. V (r) = mω 2 r 2 /2. The limit of an unconfined system is achieved by letting ω → 0. In thermodynamic equilibrium the system properties are determined by the canonical probability distribution P or, in the quantum case, by the density operatorρ
where β = 1/k B T is the inverse temperature, and E denotes the total potential energy, i.e.
the 2nd plus 3rd term of Eq. (1).
Despite their different form of appearance, all Coulomb (Yukawa) systems exhibit similar fundamental properties governed by the strength of the Coulomb (Yukawa) interaction which is measured by dimensionless control parameters: the coupling parameters Γ a , r sa and λ a of particle species "a" and the quantum degeneracy parameter χ a . These parameters are determined by the ratio of characteristic energy and length scales [29, 30] :
• Length scales: (i)r -average inter-particle distance,r ∼ n • Energy scales: (i) K -mean kinetic energy, which in a classical system is given • Dimensionless control parameters: The quantum degeneracy parameter χ a ≡ n a Λ potential. The length unit in the right two figures is r oc , given by Eq. (4), from Ref. [24] .
Coulomb crystallization in a spherical 3D geometry was first observed for ultra-cold ions in Penning or Paul traps [3] . A second candidate are ions created by ionization of cooled trapped atoms. Recent simulations [31] show that the expanding ions might crystallize if they are properly laser cooled during the expansion. Finally, so-called "Yukawa balls"
have been observed in dusty plasmas [17, 32] , see Fig. 1 . Their theoretical description is again based on the Hamiltonian (1) (for an overview on earlier theoretical results and simulations see [10] ). This model has, in fact been shown to correctly describe the dusty plasma measurements [24, 33] : 3D concentric shells with the populations N s being sensitive to the screening strength κ. With increasing κ the reduced repulsion leads to an increased population of the inner shells, cf. the table. The quality of the experiments is so high that the shell populations can be measured accurately, allowing for comparisons with the simulations. In fact, very good agreement is found for κr 0 ≈ 0.6, cf. Fig. 2 , which shows the relevance of screening effects in these confined dusty plasma crystals. Furthermore, screening has an important effect on the average radial density profile of these crystals. In contrast to Coulomb crystals, where the density is approximately constant, with increasing κ there is an increasingly rapid decay of the density towards the surface [34, 35] .
As in the 2D case closed shell configurations and a "Mendeleyev table" exist (see, e.g.,
Refs. [23, 24, 36] ). The dependence of the crystal stability on the number of particles can be seen from their melting temperatures. For example, the closure of the first spherical shell occurs at N = 12, which gives rise to a particularly high crystal stability (high melting temperature), cf. for several κ values [24] . κ is given in units of r −1 0 defined by mω 2 r 2 0 = e 2 /r 0 , temperature is in units of E 0 = e 2 /r 0 .
IV. QUANTUM COULOMB CRYSTALS IN TRAPS
When the trapped CC is cooled, eventually the DeBroglie wavelength Λ will exceed the interparticle distance and quantum effects will become relevant. While for ion crystals this may require sub-microkelvin temperatures this regime is easily accessible with (the much lighter) electrons in nanostructures. At the same time, there quantum crystal formation and detection is hampered by impurities and defects. Therefore, the results shown below are obtained by means of computer simulations. The density operator (2) with the 2D Hamiltonian (1) is evaluated by performing first-principle path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) simulations, for details see Refs. [37, 38] . Results for the probability density of 19 electrons in a 2D harmonic trap are shown in Fig. 3 . We observe a shell structure similar as in the classical case. However, the particles are now not point-like but have a finite extension and an elliptic shape which minimizes the total energy. When the system is compressed by increasing ω, the wave functions of the electrons start to overlap -first within each shell, cf. central part of Fig. 3 , and finally also particles on different shells overlap giving rise to a quantum liquid state. This process of quantum melting occurs even at zero temperature, giving rise to an interesting phase diagram of quantum CC [21] , see also Sec. V. 
V. CONDITIONS FOR CRYSTAL FORMATION
Phase coexistence is determined by the equality of the thermodynamic potentials (such as the free energy) in the two phases which often requires very accurate and expensive calculations. In macroscopic plasmas there exist many alternative criteria for crystallization: peaks of the specific heat, sufficiently strong modulations of the pair distribution or the static structure factor and so on. These quantities yield practically the same melting point, for an analysis see e.g. Ref. [39] . In contrast, in trapped systems, in particular, when the particle number is reduced, the results for the phase boundaries may strongly depend upon the chosen quantity and the way it is computed. It turns out that, for the class of systems described by Eq. (1) two quantities are particularly useful to localize the melting point: critical values of the coupling parameter and of the distance fluctuations of the particles around their equilibrium positions. We mention that, for very small systems, recently a more appropriate quantity has been proposed -the variance of the block-averaged interparticle distance fluctuations, see Ref. [40] . Assuming that, at the melting point, the critical coupling parameter is universal (3D case), Γ Y cr = 175, the phase boundary of the (bcc) crystal in the Γ − κ plane is approximated by Γ cr (κ) = 175 · e κr [1 + κr + (κr) 2 /2] −1 . Interestingly, simulations have shown that this result holds reasonably well not just for small particle numbers but also in a macroscopic system [41] .
Consider now a classical crystal in a trap. Here the density is externally controlled by the trap frequency ω which determines the mean interparticle distance. The basic properties are best illustrated for two particles. The ground state is obtained from the minimum of the relative potential energy (1) with the result e κr 0 r 3 0
Eq. (4) yields the two-particle distance, r 0 (κ), as a function of the distance in an unscreened system, r 0c [24] . In analogy to the macroscopic case we introduce a Coulomb coupling parameter, Γ 2 ≡ e 2 /(k B T r 0 ). The corresponding coupling parameter for Yukawa interaction, Γ 2Y , again follows from expansion of the energy around the ground state, βr
with the result [24] Γ 2Y = Γ 2 e −κr 0 (1 + κr 0 + κ 2 r 2 0 /3) slightly differing from the above expression. In a similar way, the ground state and effective coupling parameter can be defined for any particle number, but this has to be done numerically [23, 42] . The results are strongly N−dependent due to the importance of shell filling and finite size effects. This leads to strong variations of the crystal stability with N as can be seen in the melting temperatures, left part of Fig. 4 , see. e.g. Refs. [43, 44] .
Consider now a macroscopic quantum OCP. We rewrite the Hamiltonian (1) in dimensionless units
which depends on the quantum coupling parameter r s and temperature separately, leading to a more complex behavior than in a classical OCP where only one parameter Γ exists. The existence of three energy scales -quantum kinetic energy (first term), interaction energy (second) and thermal energy has a direct consequence for the phase boundary T cr (n) of Coulomb crystals, cf. Fig. 4 . While for a classical crystal, the slope of the boundary is always positive, dT cr (n)/dn > 0, given by a constant value of Γ, for quantum crystals, there exists a maximum value of the temperature, T max cr , where the slope changes sign. For densities to the left of the maximum the phase boundary is dominated by "normal", i.e. thermal melting, whereas for densities exceeding the value of the maximum, by a competition of quantum kinetic and interaction energy. For sufficiently large densities (with decreasing r s ) quantum melting is observed, even at zero temperature, cf. Finite trapped quantum plasmas show the same general behavior as a macroscopic quantum OCP and, in addition, finite size effects as in case of the classical crystals in traps.
As a consequence, the crystal phase boundary is strongly N−dependent, as can be seen for the 2D case in Fig. 4 . Further, in 2D the competition of hexagonal (bulk) symmetry and spherical symmetry induced by the trap leads to possible additional phases, both in classical and quantum trapped plasmas. The most prominent one is a partially ordered phase where particle ordering occurs within each shell, but no order of different shells with respect to each other exists. Only at significantly larger values of the coupling parameter the orientational fluctuations freeze out (orientational freezing or melting, "OM") and the crystal enters the fully ordered phase, cf. Fig. 4 . The location of this phase boundary is strongly dependent on the crystal symmetry and may vary with N by many orders of magnitude [21] . In 3D trapped plasmas no radially melted phase is observed because there is generally a much larger energy barrier for intershell rotations.
B. Critical values of the distance fluctuations
The appearance of different coupling parameters in the case of classical and quantum plasmas makes it very difficult to construct a joint phase diagram of Coulomb crystals.
An alternative approach to the crystal phase boundary uses, as the starting point, the magnitude of the relative interparticle distance fluctuations of the particles around their lattice positions. Expanding, as in Section V A, the total energy fluctuations ∆E in a Taylor series up to second order and diagonalizing the result allows to express ∆E as a superposition of d · (N − 2) relative normal modes. For this system of independent 1D quantum harmonic oscillators with the phonon modes ω λ (q) of polarization λ all thermodynamic properties at a given temperature T are known. For example, the thermodynamic average of the distance
For a macroscopic classical OCP,
, and the average over the phonon spectrum yields, in case of a bcc crystal, δx 2 = 12.973r 2 /Γ. The result for the relative distance
where the last number is the critical value obtained by using Γ = 175.
Analogously, we obtain for a quantum OCP bcc crystal at zero temperature, where
with u −1 ≡ ωpa ω λ denoting the moment of order minus one of the phonon spectrum which equals 2.7986 for a bcc crystal [47] . This yields, for the relative distance fluctuations
where the last number is the critical value for fermions (bosons), using r cr s = 100 (160). Note that these fluctuations are mainly due to quantum diffraction effects, i.e. the finite extension of the particle wave functions. Spin effects (quantum exchange) play a minor role for the location of the crystal phase boundary which is clear since, in the crystal state, the wave function overlap has to be small. Nevertheless, the physical properties of crystals of bosons maybe essentially different from the one of fermions. The reason is that interacting bosons may show superfluid behavior which may even persist in the crystal phase. This state is called a supersolid and was predicted thirty years ago [48, 49, 50] and was recently observed in PIMC simulations of trapped bosonic plasma crystals [51] .
Equations (7) and (9) are very useful as they establish the relation between relative distance fluctuations and the relevant coupling parameter in the two limiting cases of classical and quantum plasmas. To connect the two limits along the whole phase boundary, cf. Fig.   4 , one has to use the full phonon spectrum, Eq. (6), without expansion of the function f λ .
The temperature and density dependence of u rel remains an open question although some interpolations have been attempted, see e.g. Ref. [2] . Further improvements, in particular, in the quantum regime, may require to include anharmonic corrections, e.g. Ref. [52] , since their finite extension lets the particles explore ranges of the potential energy which cannot be approximated by a parabola, e.g. Ref. [46] .
VI. UNCONFINED TWO-COMPONENT COULOMB CRYSTALS
As discussed in the introduction, crystal formation in two-component plasmas (TCP) competes with bound state formation. One may, therefore, ask whether there exist parameters where CC exist and, at the same time, Coulomb bound states are ionized. In comparison to an OCP, in a TCP, we have at our disposal two additional parameters to realize these two conditions: the mass ratio M = m h /m e and charge ratio Z = e h /e e (in a non-equilibrium mass-asymmetric plasma there is further the possibility of different temperatures of the components [53] ). The first requirement is obvious: the heavy component (ions or holes) has to be sufficiently strongly correlated such that it can form an OCP Wigner crystal. The second condition is that electrons have sufficiently high kinetic energy to escape the ionic binding potential. For classical electrons this requires a sufficiently high temperature whereas in a quantum plasma ionization is possible when electron wave functions of neighboring atoms start to overlap -this leads to tunnel ionization (Mott effect) which occurs at a sufficiently high density. In summary, we find two alternative sets of conditions
r si ≥ r cr s and r se < r Mott se , quantum case,
where in 3D r 
where α bcc = (3π 2 ) 1/3 . Assuming that, at the phase boundary, the critical value of the fluctuations is given by the OCP result, Eq. (9), and r se = r
Mott se
we readily obtain the existence conditions of a CC of fermionic (bosonic) ions in a two-component plasma: [53, 55] where one could also verify the critical value of M experimentally although values of M as large 80 exist only in some special materials. Another promising candidate are charge asymmetric bilayers where hole crystallization is expected to occur already for M 10 [56] which is due to the 2D confinement of the particles.
The analytical predictions of heavy particle crystallization in a TCP have been verified by PIMC simulations where both electrons and heavy particles have been treated fully quantum mechanically [53, 55, 57] . As can be seen in . This is the simplest approximation where the influence of the electrons on the heavy particle interaction has been neglected. Improvements require the inclusion of screening effects [46] , as discussed (bottom right). The density corresponds to r se = 0.64, the temperature is T e = T h = 0.06E R .
First-principle two-component PIMC simulations.
above, this leads to a destabilization of the crystal. At the same time, the heavy particle crystal also influences the spatial distribution of the electrons which stabilizes the crystal compared to the OCP case. Thus, there exist two competing effects for the crystal stability.
A detailed comparison of the crystal phase diagram in an OCP and a TCP, therefore, remains
an interesting still open question. Finally, it has been predicted by Abrikosov [58] that, in the presence of a hole crystal, the electrons should tend to form Cooper pairs, i.e. exhibit superconductivity which yet remains to be verified experimentally.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have given an overview on strong correlation effects in classical and quantum plasmas, in particular on Coulomb (Wigner) crystallization. We have discussed 
